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In The Golden Bridge, Patty Dobbs Gross explains how specially bred and trained dogs facilitate
communication for children with autism and other developmental disabilities. This important
work is a guide for parents, teachers, and therapists alike, and is written for all those who are
dealing with the social, emotional, and educational issues related to raising children with such
cognitive challenges. The Golden Bridge explores unique and complex issues inherent in living
with autism, training an assistance dog to work with a child with autism or a developmental
disability, and using an assistance dog to deal with a child's grief. Myths and labels about autism
are explored, examined, and carefully redefined. While focusing on children with autism in The
Golden Bridge, Dobbs Gross shares key insights applicable to anyone breeding, raising,
training, and working with dogs to mitigate any type of disability at any age. This impressive
volume also contains a list of resources for follow-up information, a section on books about
autism, and a directory of assistance dog providers.
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FoundationReferencesIndexForewordIt takes courage and great passion to be a pioneer; both
perseverance and faith are needed to map uncharted territory.In The Golden Bridge, Patty
Dobbs Gross leads us on an extraordinary journey of heart and mind, allowing us an inside look
at how specially bred and trained dogs help to facilitate communication for children with autism
and other developmental disabilities, as well as to support children who must face the pain of a
loss or serious illness.Created as a guide to help parents deal with the social, emotional and
educational issues of raising children with challenges, The Golden Bridge focuses on



possibilities and explores the many ways an assistance dog can make a profound difference in
young lives. Myths and labels within the world of autism are explored, dissected and redefined.
Thinking “outside the box”—pushing past barriers of intolerance and misunderstanding—is the
cornerstone of this groundbreaking work.As an adult living with a physical and developmental
disability, I have encountered many attitudinal roadblocks in my own life’s journey. I identify with
many of the struggles outlined in this book, especially the social isolation that has at times made
me feel like bruised fruit on a produce stand, too often bypassed for a healthier looking
specimen. Although I initially sought to use an assistance dog to mitigate my physical
disabilities, I found that my dog became the most astute facilitator in bridging the fears and
misunderstandings that separated me from the rest of society. In this capacity, my assistance
dog has provided me with the most valuable gift of all: even out in public, I no longer feel socially
isolated. People who might normally avoid eye contact now seek my attention to find out more
about my dog; he is an icebreaker, a bridge, and a shared focal point to begin conversations.
When my dog is with me, it is somehow safer for people to approach me than when I am
alone.Children have long been fascinated by my unusual physical appearance as a double leg
amputee. Open and curious, children ask pointed questions to help understand what my life is
like: “How do you drive?” “Does it hurt?” “How do you go to the bathroom?” I love answering
these questions, and do not find them in any way invasive—they are honest questions, born of
genuine interest in all things new and unique. Adults, however, have learned that it’s socially
unacceptable to bring attention to a disabling condition, so for fear of saying something
inappropriate, most find it easier to pretend I don’t exist.Having an assistance dog beside me as
I go about my daily life opens up so many doors of communication. Dogs are child magnets, and
luckily even more fascinating than my missing body parts, so conversations begin with questions
about my dog. This allows the children’s parents to relax, and not worry about their child asking
me what they assume will be an inappropriate or embarrassing question. I am grateful for the
opportunity to segue into a conversation about my physical disability, and show that I’m open to
answering questions and sharing information about what life is like without having legs, and all
the ways my dog helps me to stay independent and healthy. My assistance dog allows me to be
proactive in communicating with both children and adults, and he offers me social opportunities
I’d never experienced before his arrival. I’ve come to understand that being paired with an
assistance dog is less about how the dog helps me physically and far more about the many
invisible ways my canine partner has brought me into the mainstream of life. On days when
physical pain leads to emotional overload, my dog is my silent security blanket; pressing his
body next to mine and allowing me to focus on his presence in a very tactile way. The rise and
fall of his chest with each breath, the soft silkiness of his fur, the gentle warmth of his tongue
allows me to redirect the pain and quell emotional anxiety, preventing me from spiraling
downward into depression.It takes a special dog to be able to offer this level of physical, mental,
emotional and social facilitation. In The Golden Bridge, Patty Dobbs Gross details the breeding,
training, and placement of dogs that will become facilitators for children with a host of life’s



challenges. Her approach of a “three-way partnership” of the dog, the child, and the family sets
each member of the partnership up for success in a positive way. Understanding that dogs are
social animals, Patty Dobbs Gross embraces the “It Takes a Village” concept of how each family
member’s individual contribution is essential for a successful placement. She offers a solid
foundation for how this can be achieved, step-by-step. Although the book’s focus is on how
assistance dogs can mitigate children’s challenges, the advice shared within its pages will be
immensely helpful for anyone involved in breeding, raising and training dogs to mitigate any type
of disability at any age.The Golden Bridge is a gift to all of us who are discovering how
powerfully the human-canine bond can change our lives for the better.Debi DavisPreface“A dog
never lies about love.”—Jeffrey MassonAll proceeds from this book will go to fund North Star
Foundation, a nonprofit organization whose mission is to breed, train and place assistance dogs
with children who face a variety of challenges. The majority of our clients have autism or other
developmental disorders, but we have also placed North Star dogs with children who are
grieving over losses, living with life threatening illnesses, adjusting to adoptive homes, or dealing
with serious medical conditions. North Star dogs are carefully bred to possess temperaments
conducive to working with children and our training programs are based completely on positive
reinforcement.There are many people to thank for helping me to create North Star Foundation
and write this book. My parents have encouraged me to value diversity since I was small and
allowed me to feel comfortable with my own differences. My husband and four children have
made many sacrifices to allow me to do North Star’s work, even when it cut deeply into our own
time together. My friend and North Star’s Assistant Director, Genevieve Nilluka, has helped to
shape North Star’s growth and greatly enriched our work with her sensitive and generous spirit.
North Star’s supporters include heads of corporations as well as children who raised coins
through bake sales; our puppy raisers range from rocket scientists to stay at home parents who
want to enrich their children’s lives by helping those in need. All are equally appreciated.North
Star works with therapists, teachers, and family members of the children we serve; we also
educate our children’s classmates about the nature of the unique challenges they face. Building
bridges of understanding and empathy between our children and the members of their
community is important to us, as we believe there is no better way to teach tolerance than
through the eyes of a puppy being trained to help. We pledge our commitment to help care for all
the world’s children, regardless of race, religion, gender, disability or nationality.Despite the
different heights of our supposed ceilings, we all sleep under the same sky.Part 1The Journey
Home1The Golden BridgeWe need light in the darkness and sound in thesilence. We need
bridges in place of walls and weneed to be encouraged to cross those bridges one stepat a time
from our own world to a shared world.—Donna Williams, Australian author with autismThis book
is written for anyone who desires to help a child socially, emotionally and educationally through
the use of a properly bred and trained assistance dog. It is designed to help you to locate an
appropriate dog for your child through a recognized organization or independently, to craft a
training plan and to create this dog’s ultimate job description once inside your home.It is written



from experience, as over a decade ago we received an assistance dog named Madison from
Canine Companions for Independence (CCI) to work with our son, Danny, who had been
diagnosed with autism at the tender age of two. Today Danny is 18 years old and preparing to
attend the University of Connecticut, where he will live in a dorm and major in communication
sciences. He is respected as a talented writer and filmmaker in our town and he enjoys a small
circle of close friends and a large measure of intelligence and integrity. I don’t think the aging
golden who still sleeps by his side can take all the credit for his successful development, but I do
believe Madison contributed greatly to Danny’s solid social skills and sky-high level of
confidence.These goals did not take center stage during the maelstrom of Danny’s early
intervention, and they were not even the specific goals we had in mind when we brought
Madison home. The ways Madison helped our son came as a result of a dynamic process that
involved every member of our family. We learned as much from what worked with his placement
as what didn’t, and all that we discovered has formed our philosophy for creating our placements
at North Star Foundation.Madison came to work with Danny in the spring of 1993; CCI’s official
title for him was “social dog” and he was paired in a three-way partnership with Danny and my
husband, Ron. I wanted to be the one to attend the mandatory two-week training period with
Danny, but I had just delivered my fourth child the week our name came up on the waiting list,
and so Ron accompanied him to CCI to pick up Madison without us. It was with great regret that
I watched them go, as Danny’s siblings and I wanted very much to take this new journey with
him. This experience taught me that with placements involving children, all family members
should ideally be included in the process of acquiring an assistance dog as much as possible. A
healthy family needs to share both the heartbreak as well as the joys that come with meeting a
child’s challenge.We were told that to promote bonding we would need to establish that Madison
was Danny’s dog as opposed to his three siblings’, and so we ran into our first roadblock to our
placement, painfully and headlong. Her name is Jennie and she is Danny’s older sister; she was
only five at the time, but packed a real wallop in the pure will department, especially concerning
animals. I believe CCI’s policy regarding siblings is necessary due to the difficulties of bonding
with an older dog, especially when we consider the importance of the dependable canine
service that an adult or a child with a physical challenge requires. In these cases, dogs need to
keep as their primary focus the people they are serving. However, when we tried to enforce this
“hands-off” policy with Jennie, it not only didn’t fly, it crashed in painful flame. For one day I tried
to keep her from bonding with Madison before her plaintive sobs changed my mind.I now believe
that siblings of a child with a social, emotional or educational challenge need to be a part of any
effective therapy that is to take place inside their collective home. Siblings help to bring the
assistance dog into the fold of the most important social clique your child will ever attempt to
enter: your family. The siblings of a child with a social challenge such as autism have more
important roles to play in their families than average children, and their support and ability to
teach and to lead their brother or sister, as well as the assistance dog who works with him or her,
is key to a successful family group. This is why all the placements we make at North Star are



family-based, with every member given a special job to perform with their North Star dog. The
job assignments are created with bonding issues uppermost in mind (i.e., to facilitate bonding,
jobs such as feeding will be given to the child with a challenge, but we also try to draw the rest of
the siblings into the placement with jobs such as walking or grooming). The dogs we use for
placements at North Star are from very people-oriented genetic lines within very social breeds,
and they are encouraged to form individual bonds with every member of their immediate family,
which sets us all up for success.In traditional assistance dog programs, fully trained dogs are
placed with human partners when the dogs are over two years of age. New owners must learn
handling skills during a two- or three-week training session, and selection of the specific dog for
the person he or she will serve is made toward the end of this session. Dovetailing the dog’s
prior socialization experiences with its future job description is not given high priority, and follow-
up services are usually minimal. While receiving a fully trained dog is certainly more convenient,
there can be drawbacks to placements created between children and older dogs not specifically
socialized to work with them, and danger in placements that are not monitored closely by
professionals as the years pass. Placements made to help a child socially, emotionally or
educationally differ significantly from one meant to help a physically challenged adult, and so the
philosophy of placement should be tailored to better meet the unique needs of the child. Training
plans should be developed in tandem with the dog’s natural development and abilities, and
respect should be given to meeting the dog’s needs as well as the child’s throughout the life of
the placement.At North Star we place our dogs within the home at a younger age than typical for
assistance dogs, as less intensive training is needed or desired. It is indeed possible for a dog to
be too trained; I’ve seen dogs like this, with the uncomfortable mix of a sensitive nature and
correction-based training, waiting tensely for the next command and frightened of failure. We
want to take this energy and work with it to encourage creativity in a dog’s approaches to
seeking attention from a child. We also take full advantage of the superior bonding that comes
with following an earlier timetable for pairing and placement. This opportunity allows us to create
early and specific socialization goals appropriate for the dog’s ultimate job description, and to
begin work on them immediately. This also allows early visits to take place between the puppy
and the child, with rich opportunities to educate and prepare them both for their future working
relationship.Creating placements when the dog is still young can help to facilitate the strongest
bonds possible, along with ensuring that the dog’s early training and socialization will match the
child’s needs for the dog in question. By the age of two years, a dog’s temperament and abilities
are well established. What if the dog has not had exposure during the early months to the child
in question, or the specific challenges that child presents? With no experience in how to
interpret behaviors that many children with autism display, the dog may react unpredictably.
Children with autism or other developmental disabilities often display unusual behavior,
occasionally throwing loud tantrums or failing to grant the appropriate body space that we
unconsciously and consistently grant each other. Dogs depend greatly on nonverbal
communication, and are apt to be uncomfortable with violation of “personal space.”A case in



point: a few weeks after we received Madison, I decided to take him to a rehabilitation center for
a pet therapy visit. Shortly after entering the center a woman with Alzheimer’s disease
approached, waving her arms and speaking loudly in gibberish. Madison growled menacingly
and we beat a hasty retreat. I was mortified and confused. Here was a dog that had a very gentle
temperament and was extremely well-trained; it took me a while to realize that Madison’s lack of
exposure to the profile of a typical Alzheimer’s patient is what caused him to interpret her
behavior as threatening. It occurred to me then that a dog should ideally be raised from
puppyhood with exposure to his/her eventual partner, or at least with exposure to the typical
behavior patterns of this future partner.Madison came to us equipped with the skills of a working
mobility assistance dog, and although his temperament proved exactly what we needed to help
our son, many of Madison’s skills were useless to us. (Turning the lights on and off is a cute trick,
but it’s tough on wallpaper.) Although Madison formed a bond with my son Danny and the rest of
us, right from the start his canine heart clearly belonged to my husband, Ron. My theory is that
this happened because Madison’s puppy-raiser who cared for him during his first eighteen
months of life was a middle-aged gentleman with no family. The powerful and early bond that
formed between the two provided the template for Madison’s future relationships, and now when
Ron leaves on his occasional business trips our entire family must support Madison emotionally.
Ideally, this is the type of deep bond a service dog should form with his child partner, not the
father of the child. I believe the earlier the working pair bond, the greater the chance for
achieving a deep relationship. It is out of these convictions that North Star Foundation was
formed and I set out to breed, socialize, and train service dogs for children in nontraditional
ways.The vast majority of our placements have local puppy-raising families that host visits from
the child the pup will serve and they support the gradual transition to the child’s home. This
connection between families also helps to pull the child with a challenge into the fold of his
community, as most challenges children face have the potential to isolate them. The cooperation
that exists between a child’s parents, therapists, siblings, friends and puppy raisers, together
with the puppy as fluffy catalyst, provides a powerful support system for a child with a
challenge.However, it is a very different experience to acquire an assistance dog at a young age
than the more traditional approach of placing assistance dogs over the age of two, when nearly
all training is complete. It takes more time and energy to train and set boundaries for the young
pup, and it takes patience to teach children the skills to lead a young dog traveling like the
original poky puppy up steep learning curves. Neither method is ideal; both have drawbacks that
should be recognized and worked through.Careful breeding and educated puppy selection go a
long way toward reducing training time and increasing the safety of our placements, as does
establishing optimal behavioral patterns right from the start. But this partnering up to complete a
young dog’s training isn’t for every family, and we advise families that are not able to expend this
time and energy to seek other organizations that provide fully trained dogs to work with their
children. These fully trained dogs are expensive, and so you may find either the money you are
asked to provide or fundraise prohibitively high, or else you may discover the waiting list to be



dismally long, but there are circumstances that make these older, fully trained dogs worth the
wait as well as the money.There are desired qualities in a North Star dog that cannot be trained;
they instead are recognized, carefully nurtured, and supported. The ability of some dogs to read
human social cues is capitalized upon in North Star’s breeding program. North Star dogs pay
attention to the subtle cues every member of the family gives out, and I believe much of the
potential for these qualities comes encoded in the genes. We have been selectively breeding
dogs for North Star work that display confident intelligence, creative problem-solving ability and
the potential to form strong bonds with the members of their family. The relationship these well-
bred and well-socialized dogs will eventually form with their handlers and children is equally
important in creating a successful placement, as being able to communicate effectively with a
dog is a necessary component to any working canine partnership.It requires a shift in thinking
about traditional dog training to fully understand this concept, as traditional dog training has
tended to focus on simple canine compliance rather than communication about our shared
goals. I myself have been struggling to shift my paradigms about dog training; several years ago
we spent a great deal of time and energy developing a technique to train dogs to block a fleeing
child’s escape. A North Star mom named Kathy desired to teach her son’s dog, North Star’s
Nomar, to block her autistic son Jake’s flight. Trainer Pam Murphy worked together with Kathy to
achieve this goal, and ultimately they were successful; they even got Nomar to block Jake to the
left or right upon her verbal cue! Training Nomar to block Jake was a major achievement, but the
blocking skill must be regularly practiced and reinforced to prevent its extinction and, despite all
the effort it took to design and maintain this training, to date it has never been found necessary
to keep Jake within boundaries. There has been a valuable and ironic silver lining to all of
Nomar’s training, as the emphasis on the blocking training within the family served to
demonstrate the seriousness of the issue in Jake’s mind. Jake now stays within boundaries
appropriately, seeking his parents’ permission before leaving the yard.Jake and Nomar can
enjoy each other’s company outdoors now that Jake has learned an appropriate respect for
boundaries, with Nomar’s assistance. In the meantime, however, four other North Star children
with autism have wandered off from home and each time their North Star dogs have followed
them and kept them safe in a variety of ways the dogs themselves created. One North Star dog,
Flash, began to spontaneously circle his child, Justin, when he wandered away, offering him his
leash with his mouth. Another North Star dog, Bailey, coaxed his boy Gavin to return to his
summer beach house by nipping gently at his heels all the way home. Despite solid foundation
training to stay in their respective yards, all these dogs followed their children when they
wandered off their property. The intelligent disobedience of the dogs choosing to leave the
property to follow their children against their specific training to stay in the yard was important,
but the real value came with the creativity these dogs then displayed in their efforts to bring their
children home. None of the North Star dogs were specifically trained to circle their children who
were leaving the safety of their homes or to nip at their heels or hand them their leashes, but
they had all been raised with lots of follow-the-leader and hide-and-seek games played with their



children to set the stage for their later care-taking behavior. These North Star dogs’ intelligent
disobedience-in-action demonstrates the combined influence of their natural instincts along with
their perceived role within their pack (i.e., their child’s family). I believe these dogs demonstrated
this ability due to a combination of factors that involve both nature as well as nurture:•Good
genetic potential,•Gentle and positive training, and•Communicative relationships with their
handlers that encourage the dogs to think for themselves.By focusing on the importance of
relationship-building rather than cut-and-dried training we can better support our canine
companions in their effort to think for themselves rather than just obey our commands.
Obviously, the dogs need to regard us as leaders, and our North Star dogs are submissive even
to the youngest children they serve, but the respect they have for their families is mutual and not
tainted with any fear of physical corrections.This is very important to our work at North Star, for
our children with autism are relatively safe when they are in our sight because we are there. But
most of the danger to children with autism happens when we are not there, and all four times
when North Star children with autism have wandered off, their dogs have followed them and
thought for themselves to figure out how to bring them home. And it is very important to state
clearly that although our deepest hope is that North Star dogs will come to understand what
their roles are as protectors in vulnerable children’s lives, this dog should still be regarded as a
safety net beneath other safety nets, and never as a babysitter paid with liver snaps.The most
rewarding aspect of my work is watching the child begin to take responsibility for his or her dog.
Encouraging a child to take an active and nurturing role in raising and training a puppy is an ideal
way to teach him/her empathy and responsibility. Most children with challenges have had
significant care given to them in their young lives, and many seem quite delighted to experience
the role reversal that a North Star placement offers them. I have seen nonverbal children run to
fill up their dog’s water bowl when their dog began to pant, and the pride they take in watching
their dog slake their thirst is obvious. Expanding this empathy to a thirsty playmate is tricky (for
playmates don’t normally pant), but a wise parent will point out the more subtle signs of thirst in
humans, including the phrase “I’m thirsty!” It is language that gets in the way of understanding
our nonverbal children, and of them understanding us, but as luck would have it our dogs are not
inclined to be verbose. Many nonverbal children are actually quite skilled at reading body
language, and most are more perceptive than we might imagine. They are also more sensitive
and empathetic than you may believe, and not once have I seen any child with autism be
intentionally rough with his dog. The one time I heard of a child being rough with his North Star
dog (which immediately ended the placement) was when a child had a major sleep disturbance
and difficulty with his changing medications.Unfortunately, sometimes empathy does not exist or
develop properly in a child, and in this case an assistance dog placement would not be
appropriate. Children who have poor impulse control may still be appropriate candidates for an
older, more stable dog with the necessary guidance and supervision, but a young and
vulnerable dog would obviously not be appropriate for them. I think it is very important to
understand that children who tend to lash out physically are not good candidates for any dog, or



any animal, at least until these tendencies are brought under strict control. This is for the safety
of the dog as well as the child, for any animal will ultimately defend itself despite its breeding and
training.Although assistance dog placements have been helping children with social and
emotional goals for over a decade, the concept of training a dog in a three-way partnership with
a child with a developmental disability is still somewhat unusual. I personally witness the benefits
of these placements on a daily basis, but I also greatly respect the potential dangers that exist
when a child with a developmental disability is paired with any animal. With North Star’s work I
place great faith in the dogs we breed and raise, based on the sound principles of behavioral
genetics and the positive training techniques we employ. We also spend a great deal of time
educating the parents of the child in question to understand how to facilitate the bond and
properly supervise the interactions between the dog and their child.It is extremely important to
provide close supervision between children and their dogs at all times. This is true for all
children, but it is especially important for children with autism. The same difficulties with
communication that children with autism experience with people can exist with dogs. Dogs take
their cue from us regarding how their relationships with people are structured; training is just a
concentrated form of communication about what behaviors we want to encourage or discourage.
If a child with autism does not make it clear to his or her puppy that playful nips hurt, then the
puppy will naturally nip more. Waiting for appropriate signals about limits is how this pup would
approach his siblings during playtime. These nips are not necessarily aggressive, as play
between puppies can involve lots of nipping and playful growling. It is important for the
caretakers of any child to understand that their role is to ensure that the relationship between
child and puppy is consistently gentle and mutually enjoyable. This is not just during a temporary
training phase, but for the life of the dog. It is also not only a training issue for the pup, but also
an educational one for the child. Engaging a child to take an active and nurturing role in raising
his or her very own puppy is an ideal way to teach the child how to set limits and communicate
appropriately the way he or she wants to be treated.Parental involvement is crucial in a three-
way placement of a child and a young dog or puppy, and although time-consuming, this job is
not unpleasant. On the contrary, adding a well-bred and well-trained puppy or dog makes time
spent working on a child’s social, emotional, and educational goals more focused and fun.
Attention paid when the child and the pup are together must be consistent and educated, but the
parents I have come to know pay this type of attention to their children already. These parents
also come to crave the emotional support their North Star dog gives them so freely. It is part of
the joy of my job to watch these parents begin to understand that they get to love this dog as
much as their children, and to reap the benefits of having an assistance dog in the family. The
right dog can be a valuable companion in the life of any child, regardless of the challenges he or
she must face. The wise parent asks for assistance in selecting the most appropriate puppy,
learning positive training methods, socializing the pups correctly, and facilitating the bond that
develops between the child and the dog.Parents will also need to transfer the puppy or young
dog’s training into their home. Dogs are associative creatures, and teaching them to sit at a



training facility or their puppy raiser’s living room is not the same thing as teaching the pup to sit
in his owner’s kitchen. Training classes for the pup should also focus on training the owners of
the dog so that the pup’s training can be easily transferred to the home. Training is a dynamic,
not static, process, and dogs are much more than computers to be programmed.Allowing the
child with autism to watch the clicker training of a puppy can be a path to grasping verbal
language through observation. Some older children with autism get quite skilled at clicker
training, especially if they are familiar with the premise of applied behavioral analysis (ABA). To
be on the teaching side of this equation is refreshing to them, and dogs trained to respond to
children’s commands and to regard them as leaders help to raise their self-esteem.We put
considerable energy into teaching the child to interact with his or her dog in ways that enhance
bonding and enrich communication. These goals are incorporated into the dog’s training based
on observed interactions that take place naturally. For instance, recently a young boy with autism
named Ian met his North Star puppy, Duncan, in my kitchen; despite his very young age, Ian was
quite communicative and automatically gave Duncan a “back off” hand sign when he came too
close. Duncan sat down at this waving of arms and slight vocalization and thus a command had
been born. It is important to recognize and reinforce such interactions, and to think creatively
about commands, thus increasing the dog’s ability to communicate with his or her child. Many
North Star dogs are trained to respond to hand signs, thereby increasing the communication
between child and dog if a child does not yet speak clearly. These signs don’t have to follow any
universally understood sign language, and I think it’s best to create them based on a child’s
naturally occurring movements. One boy with autism quickly taught his dog that circling his
finger in the air meant, “sit.” For us, it was just a matter of watching the boy invent this sign, and
pairing this event with a verbal command to sit, which we then quickly faded. Dogs pay great
attention to our body language, and they are quick to learn and respond to hand signals if given
appropriate feedback.An assistance dog can act as a bridge between the activities of a therapy
session and a child’s home program, providing familiar cues and structure to pragmatic
language. This helps to generalize language learned in a speech therapy session, and to
translate it into conversation spoken in the larger world beyond the walls of the therapy room.
Children with autism often have great difficulty in generalizing learned speech to new situations
and people. This is due to their overly selective attention and tendency to respond to only a
limited number of cues. Using an assistance dog as a tool for teaching pragmatic language at
home and in the community can be as simple as rehearsing stock responses to the fairly
predictable questions people are likely to ask when they see a well-trained dog wearing a saddle
with a patch that reads “Please Ask to Pet Me.” As children with autism tend to be dependent on
verbal cues provided by others, this positive and predictable social interaction is a valuable tool
to help with developing pragmatic speech within natural settings in the home as well as the
outside community. People who may have shied away from the responsibility of starting a
conversation with your child, and keeping it in motion, often relax and rise to the challenge when
a dog is available to help structure the questions and comments.North Star remains committed



to assisting families throughout the life of our placements and to help design positive techniques
to deal with the adolescent dog’s desire to push the limits he has previously accepted with good-
natured puppy charm. We keep our North Star dogs in training programs for the entire first year
of a dog’s life, and sometimes well into the second. Teenage dogs, like teenage children, require
a different set of skills to manage, and successfully mastering these new skills is key to a smooth
transition to adulthood for both dogs as well as children (and I know how hard making this
training/parenting shift can be, as I now have four teenage children and two teenage dogs living
under my roof!).When creating North Star placements we seek to empower our clients to
participate in forming their own training relationship with a well-behaved young dog, and any
professional currently working with this child will hopefully be receptive to ways this bond can be
used to help the child socially, emotionally or educationally within the context of therapy. I believe
it is important to note that the biggest mistake made with animal-assisted therapy is the
tendency to impose too much structure upon it, or to give it too heavy a frame. I think of my North
Star dogs as simple tools for creatively capturing attention, transitioning focus, and calming
anxiety. Our goals at any given time are social, emotional and educational, but dividing these
concepts up into separate words can be deceiving. During the best sessions these three goals
are interwoven and can’t be easily pulled apart.I have witnessed, more than created, ways that
assistance dogs have a therapeutic effect on children. I believe these effects are heightened in a
child with autism because of the powerful nature of communication between the dog and the
child. A child with autism, like the rest of us, needs a reliable friend at the end of the day.
Examining the reactions of the child to the young dog are key components in determining how
this dog can help the child emotionally. One North Star dog discovered on his own that his well-
timed lick to his boy’s cheek disrupted an impending tantrum. Naturally he was reinforced for
this, both by the boy’s resulting giggles as well as the stream of treats the Mom was coached to
deliver at this moment. Noticing interactions like this and then putting a dog’s naturally occurring
behaviors on cue help to create North Star’s specific training programs.Spending time with a
dog is a nice way to structure critical down time (which can greatly reduce the frequency of
meltdowns). We encourage our families to redefine “time out” as non-punitive time spent with a
North Star dog reliably holding a down/stay to provide comfort and support. This can help a child
to have the rough edges of his or her day smoothed over gently.A properly bred and trained dog
can modify autism’s expression by stimulating an area of the brain that responds to animate
objects, which has been found to be weak in the MRIs of autistic children. It also keeps a child
focused on any learning plan in progress, either as a motivator or prop for the day’s lesson plan.
Allowing the child to watch you train a puppy can be quite an easy path to grasping verbal
language through observation, and the ability to attract the child’s attention seems the most
important advantage here.North Star dogs have also been used as tools to meet other
therapeutic goals, such as those established in occupational or physical therapy. Sometimes this
role is motivational, as some of this therapeutic work can be tough on a child. One little girl
named Jessie would get a kiss from her North Star dog every time she completed a repetition of



ten exercises as part of her rigorous physical therapy program, and this addition to her program
has increased her ability to focus on the tasks at hand.This book concentrates on placements
between assistance dogs and children with autism, as over half the children we serve are on the
autism spectrum, but North Star dogs are also helping children with a variety of other challenges
as well. We have also placed North Star dogs to support children who have suffered a tragedy,
faced a loss, or are dealing with life-threatening illnesses. It is more difficult for me to write about
how these children are helped, for so much of how we can help children who face tragedy is
simply bearing quiet witness to their loss and carving out a space for them to safely explore their
feelings. North Star dogs can comfort dependably on cue, which can help in a variety of ways
with children who suffer a loss or stressful event. This dog can become a tool for animal-assisted
therapy, either in the context of traditional therapy sessions in a professional office or in the more
casual (but no less important) atmosphere of the child’s home. The grief placements I’ve helped
to create at North Star certainly humble me, for I’ve learned that some days it is enough to
simply hope you can distract a child briefly from his or her sorrow or pain, and to give family
members who share this child’s challenge a soft furry creature to focus on during a very difficult
day.A seizure alert and response that certain dogs can provide offer valuable safeguards for a
child with epilepsy. Although no one can reliably predict which dogs will provide a naturally
occurring seizure alert, a response can be trained from learning to recognize and reinforce this
alert when it does occur. There are also methods that can increase the likelihood of an alert
surfacing. Many researchers believe most dogs have the capability of alerting to seizures, but
only about one in ten pet dogs of people with epilepsy seem able to learn to alert dependably for
this; I believe this number would be higher if people knew how to recognize a naturally occurring
alert and could then expand it to include a trained response.Several years ago we placed a
North Star dog with a young boy with a rare genetic disorder called congenital adrenal
hyperplasia (a condition that causes fluctuating hormones and resulting mood swings). His
North Star dog, Lily, chose to alert to this state by backing into his boy to sit on his lap.
Fortunately, the boy found this amusing, but if he did not, then another alerting technique would
more than likely have been created. It is the dynamics of the relationships that will determine
how the communication will unfold between dog, parent and child; in this case I placed Lily with
this family at the young age of nine weeks. I believed it was better for Lily to have grown up with
this boy from an early age, and as the mother was home full time and both of her children were
old enough to support our training goals, we selected a very early placement date for Lily. She
began alert work early as well, following her boy Ryan from room to room if he was upset or
feeling ill; both Ryan and his parents and sister would support this shadowing, and Lily quickly
understood her role in his life. She now alerts dependably to changes in his hormone levels, and
Ryan has a companion during his most difficult times. I believe that when comfortably possible,
an early and supported placement with an appropriately tempered dog is optimal for setting the
stage for alerting behavior to occur.The right dog can be a valuable companion in the life of any
child, despite the challenges he or she must face. It is not difficult to select the most appropriate



puppy, learn positive training methods, and facilitate the bond that develops to create your own
companion dog for your child. It is also easy to locate an appropriate organization to assist you if
you feel you need more guidance in selection or training of your dog. Whatever method you
choose, I advise you to keep safety as your touchstone and to begin your adventure with
optimism, knowing you can always turn back if the path proves too thorny. Just don’t let doubt be
what changes your course, because weathering the storms of uncertainty is an important part of
this journey.2Diary of an Autistic MotherNot all who wander are lost.—J.R.R. TolkienI actually
have no disability, at least none readily apparent or visible to the naked eye. But look closer,
listen to me for a while and you might discern the characteristics and quirks of someone mildly
autistic. Perhaps it will be as subtle as an inappropriate pause that interrupts our conversation,
disturbing a rhythm you didn’t even know existed until it was broken. Maybe it will be my
penchant for following tangents, or my ability to turn our topic on a dime. Autism, at its best,
offers a reprieve from society’s tedious pretenses, an opportunity to peek over the fence of
conformity, and a chance to feel at one with the open meadow beyond.But being an open
meadow while driving down the highway can get you killed, and sprinkling too many non
sequiturs on top of a dinner party can earn you a reputation for being the one who inhaled Bill’s
leftover smoke. So I struggle to keep track of the details of my day, rarely taking the time to
rummage through my personality for autistic tendencies. And the truth is, I actually have very
good social skills; my eye contact is normally excellent, my conversation almost always
appropriate and my purpose usually clear. I believe I’m enriched by my idiosyncrasies, but never
feel defined by them, and I have achieved a good measure of success in my life despite these
traits (or perhaps even because of them).But I have also spent years arranging rocks in
increasingly complex patterns, initially to keep my son company but later just because I felt like
it. I’ve grown reckless with society’s expectations and confused about things I used to think were
certain. I feel driven to turn nonconformance into an art form, and my wardrobe is a hodge-
podge of hand-me-downs somebody else pulled off the rack. I am prone to pointing out the
emperor’s lack of clothing, despite the consequences. (And while anarchy is sometimes
considered attractive in the young, this seldom holds true for middle-aged Connecticut
housewives.)What value do we place on someone who won’t, or can’t, conform? Is looking
presentable as important to a happy life as Sears implies? If someone contributes to a
conversation by presenting a different slant on the subject, is that an odd, or a charming, thing to
do?While I’m busy asking you all these questions, I’ll ask you this: are society’s social
expectations an intrinsic part of understanding autism? Does being a conformist color the
meaning conveyed by the word? Lorna Wing once described a group of children with Asperger’s
syndrome, a high-functioning form of autism, as “active but odd.” Wired magazine ran an article
that referred to Asperger’s as the “geek syndrome.” (The premise was that underlying the
explosion of diagnosed cases of autism in the Silicon Valley is the social phenomenon of geeks
procreating like active but odd little bunnies.)I think there may be some validity to this idea, but it
is important to view it with through a pane wiped clean of society’s fingerprints. It seems we are



still busy untangling autistic tendencies from personality traits, disorders from differences,
normal genetic variations from defective ones. The nature of diagnosing and treating autism is
still so mired in misinformation that prejudicial opinion tainted with social values continues to fill
in far too comfortably for fact.Autism predisposed Danny to perceive the world differently; it is no
surprise that he would end up altering my own perceptions as well. After all, we’ve spent
eighteen years influencing each other. When Danny was small I believed I had to energetically
interrupt his natural course of development and pull all of his thoughts my way. But how far did
he end up pulling me his way, for better or for worse? I am now a much more tolerant and
original thinker than I used to be, and I suspect these gifts came from the experience of raising
my son. But which came first, me as the chicken or Danny’s egg?This is a relevant question.
Scientists are beginning to answer it with the help of our burgeoning knowledge of genetics.
There was a recent cover story in Time magazine that suggested that the components of autism,
far more than autism itself, tend to run in families. According to Dr. Fred Volkmar, a child
psychiatrist at Yale, this is especially true in cases of children with Asperger’s. About a third of
the fathers or brothers of children with Asperger’s show signs of the disorder (and, so far as I
understand, mothers are not off the genetic hook). This seems to underscore Wired magazine’s
premise, as the ability to focus unwavering attention and remain undistracted by social cues can
be quite a valuable trait to possess in present-day Silicon Valley. It might be possible that people
on the autism spectrum are finally becoming appreciated by our culture, at least enough to allow
them to succeed as part of our mainstream as adults. And as creatures that adapt within a
society live to reproduce there, this might be part of the increase in numbers of children being
diagnosed with autism.It might also be that the net we cast has become increasingly
sophisticated, and has been able to catch more children than it might have in the past, but if this
theory is true, then where are the unidentified Asperger children from my school days as adults?
I personally remember kids being teased for their supposed similarities to computers and I’ve
heard it said that today many adults on the high-functioning end of the spectrum can be found
teaching on college campuses, unlabeled and successful, for academia is relatively safe ground
for many people with autism.Temple Grandin is a woman with high-functioning autism who has
achieved a great deal of success in animal science, her chosen field of study. It should be noted
that she was raised in the fifties with the help of a very intelligent and intuitive mother and a
nanny who appeared to have experience raising children on the spectrum. (Although in this
decade it was rare to actually have a label of autism, this nanny recognized the similarities
between her previous charge and Temple and followed both her instincts as well as her
experience when helping to raise her.) Temple’s mother also speaks of how the village-like
atmosphere of suburbia in the 1950s helped to form an effective type of early intervention that
retained its community roots.Rummaging through my own past for answers to autism’s genetic
roots is tricky business, for pressing relatives between slides to examine them under a
microscope is a dangerous pastime. I managed to slip through my childhood without being
labeled, but my brothers and junior high school enemies enjoyed pointing out my absentminded



nature and the random trains of thought I was prone to hop aboard. My husband, Ron, first
attracted me because of his charming disregard of social rules and his refreshing lack of guile. (I
wasn’t the only one who followed him around at parties to hear what he was going to say next,
but I was the one who stuck around the longest.) I found him refreshing in New England’s rather
rigid and stifling social climate, and I still do. Together we have four amazing children, two
dynamic careers and a very green lawn. Despite our outwardly successful life together thus far,
do our quirks put us on the autism spectrum? Can we use our accomplishments like a shield to
protect us? And assuming we can, should we even try?If my parents, or Ron’s, had taken us to
even one professional who believed we had enough of the traditional hallmarks of autism to
warrant giving us a label, then we would be considered autistic even today. So far, there is no
blood test to be given or genetic marker to be found that can clear us once indicted.
Professionals, loath as the rest of us to admit mistakes, rarely take back labels, but as luck
would have it our parents had a wide definition of what they considered normal; we also had
many friends who seemed to like us despite our unusual personalities (or perhaps even
because of them). We flew under the radar, and today I bump into people all the time who had
apparently joined us on this stealth flight. The tests they are designing today for screening
children with autism are growing increasingly sophisticated, and I believe that many more
children are vulnerable to being swept up onto the autistic spectrum than you might suspect. I
see autistic traits in people frequently in my life and they are sprinkled into the soup of our
collective unconscious, from quirky neighbors on sitcoms to Emily Dickenson, Jane Austen, and
Andy Warhol (and, of course, Einstein: my favorite impressive person to point to when defending
the quality of autistic thought). I have come to appreciate the refreshing color and creative
thought these characters use to design our shared landscape. I worry that the tests they are
designing to catch early autistic tendencies can cause many more parents undue anxiety about
what it means to have them. I think casting a wider, more sophisticated net will help to locate
children we can potentially help, and that this will ultimately lead to deeper acceptance for
autistic adults, but this can only happen when a new paradigm is built by all of us that respects
the autistic tendencies they will find.The same thought applies to children who are intellectually
challenged (who often have quite impressive social skills). I was told I should no longer use the
word “retarded” by a mother with great pain in her eyes, because the word was bastardized by
society, and used as a weapon on most playgrounds. I certainly know what she means. When I
ask for the definition of “retarded” in the classrooms I visit I get such a predictable response:
slightly shamed expressions from the young and giggling ones, with quick and knowing looks
sliced across the silence in the older grades. A new word is needed to reflect what it means to
be intellectually challenged in our society, but only after we’ve weeded out the preconceived
notions that have taken such deep and shameful root at our feet.The nature of our collective
reality is to consciously define and agree upon it, hopefully refining it as the years pass. A
curious lag in this flow toward enlightenment is our understanding of developmental differences.
Just over a decade ago the myth of the refrigerator mother causing autism was still widely



believed (this phrase was coined to describe the cold, unfeeling mother whose chilly parenting
style somehow caused her child’s autism). Bettleheim had crafted his own fairy story about this
topic, along with the more traditional ones for children. The refrigerator mother was a character
in a fairy tale meant for adults; by casting the mother of a child with autism as a tragically flawed
catalyst for disaster, he kept everyone else seemingly safe from this devastating whim of
fate.Despite myself, I understand why. I have doubted my own mothering; how can I expect
others not to? To have a child not meet your eyes, to be looked through as easily as a pane of
glass, is unnerving. The situation begs for a reaction or solution. So neighbors, certain relatives,
some probably-distant-anyway friends judge you in a way that coils around their value system
like a snake. Because I nursed him until he was nearly two, all Danny’s difficulties were initially
chalked up to my unusually child-centered parenting. (I conceived my first child in southern
California. Enough said!)This is interesting: within the space of a decade a woman could be
blamed for causing autism by being either a refrigerator or a maternal monster furnace stuck on
full blast. To add to the confusion, the information I found on how to raise my son was saturated
with misinformation that was often biased, and sometimes just plain wrong. For instance, one
book advised ignoring echolalic speech; another stated Danny’s early reading was chalked up to
a splinter skill (“barking at words”) that was to be ignored.This advice was echoed over the
phone in a weary tone by our developmentalist; he was responding to my discovery that 2½-
year-old Danny could read any word I wrote with chalk on our driveway. This had seemed a
pivotal moment to me, much like Helen Keller connecting the feeling of a cold stream of water to
the way Anne Sullivan’s fingers moved across her palm. I had stumbled upon a way to
communicate with my son using a different medium, and I knew he comprehended at least
some of what he read; the way he responded to the blue chalk “Mommy” was a dead giveaway
(a most unscientific approach, I know, but time proves me correct and the developmentalist still
safe from the truth inside his book-lined office). I still cringe when I remember how vulnerable I
was to his advice, and how tempting it was to accept his authority, put the chalk away, and wrap
the cloak of resignation even tighter around my shoulders.Fortunately, I have a tendency to trust
my instincts. Also, I am a practical girl at heart: reading was really the only way that my son and I
could reliably focus on the same page, both literally as well as figuratively. It just made sense to
stay in this zone with him as much as possible. (And I know I am not alone in this decision; Clara
Parks joined her autistic daughter inside a literal closet for months, waiting so patiently to open
the figurative door together.) I never let Danny read the phone book or encyclopedia; however, I
began to go the library and took children’s books home by the dozen. I lugged home these
nourishing books the way other women lugged home the groceries and I read to Danny for six
hours a day, treating his increasingly literate echolalia with the respect I felt it deserved.I found it
was quite important to pay great attention to Danny’s day, as this was my best preparation for
decoding that evening’s echolalia. As Danny grew older his echolalia was gradually sanded
away with each day’s buffing and polishing of his speech. I felt then, and still feel, that the
concept of speech and other types of therapy need to be integrated into the home program, as



there is no way an hour or two a week inside one room can have a lasting impact on a child’s
speech.Working outside the home, something I had been planning on since Helen Reddy sang
her cheesy anthem, was now completely out of the question for me. Trusting someone with
Danny, even and especially in the segregated program our town offered us, was out of the
question. His best new language would often come in tangents; a phrase might be lifted from the
page of a book, a snatch of dialog from his movie of the week, or an incident from his day. If I
wasn’t there to catch this connection it could go by the wayside, along with bits and pieces of his
potential. Without this specific knowledge of how Danny was experiencing and communicating
about the world, the gulf of misunderstanding between my son and me would inevitably widen. It
became my life’s central goal to keep this from happening, and it still is, although the truth is this
relates to all my four children equally. It is exhausting, but exhilarating, to keep this level of
communication and understanding with all of them.I chose to educate Danny, along with my
other children, with a child-led approach primarily because it was the most effective way to gain
his elusive attention. I would call his name a dozen times without response, and I could force him
to sit in a chair and meet my eyes, but cuddling up to read him a story he chose was often the
only way we could actually be together. Incidental learning sounds complicated, but it can make
your life much simpler to incorporate this concept into your day. Instead of teaching according to
a particular timetable, I believe it is powerful to follow what a child is paying attention to and use
that as a launching pad for speech and language learning. An assistance dog fits into this
scenario like a hand in glove, as it naturally serves as a shared focal point of attention in any
room he or she occupies.For many years I lived inside a world created by the vivid imaginations
of many talented writers, with my children and Madison for company. Surrounding a story such
as “Pinocchio” with the book, video, audiotapes, stuffed characters and plastic figures gave me
tools to educate Danny. These stories all had messages that were delivered in a way he could
receive them, such as the fact that it is the ability to love that makes you a real boy. New
products on the market include DVDs of these timeless stories, complete with prominent
captions and auditory feedback. (Watching television with the closed caption feature helped
Danny to learn to read visually by pairing his weak auditory processing skill with his superior
visual avenues to learning.) Computer time on a desk in your living room can be regarded as
every bit as important as time spent in a classroom if you have the appropriate software.As
Danny got older, we allowed him to use our video cameras, permitting him freedom to create
movies and documentaries. Any kind of artistic or musical expression is helpful not just
intellectually, but socially and emotionally as well. These are all avenues that children with
autism can travel with power and unique speed, thereby fulfilling their need to create and
express themselves. Being blocked from verbally expressing themselves is hard on children with
autism (or for any child), but by providing other paths toward self-expression children with autism
can, and do, thrive.In truth, these early years raising Danny were a wonderful reprieve from the
stifling structure my life had acquired even before my first child, Jennie, was born. The eighties
were a time of bellying up to the Monopoly board and buying your properties; I let Ron handle all



our number crunching and budget making during his many hotel nights away from us. While he
and the rest of the Western world seemed preoccupied with making money, I was spending it on
Disney movies and dinners out that featured more than chicken nuggets. It was my way of
making time with my children by avoiding cooking and cleaning, as well as increasing Danny’s
experiences within the community. (I still go to Friendly’s every Monday evening with Danny,
come hell, high water or bounced check fees.)I think back on these years with both a wince and
a bit of awe at the often-pregnant crusader with a constellation of kids in tight orbit around her;
the woman controlling the benevolent chaos seems too far removed now to be considered me. I
don’t know whether to pity her or admire her, and I think this was a common reaction to those
around me: there was a certain charm in the sheer and adorable force of toddlers and infants.
People tended to move aside, but first they usually smiled. I myself was usually happy to be the
ringleader of our motley crew; we had no strict bedtime or rigid schedules for our brood in a
neighborhood full of people quick to ask if our latest newborn was sleeping through the night.
(“Yes!” Ron once tossed back, “in fact, yesterday he went into a coma … we were so proud!” He
said this with mock pride and weary sarcasm, as it is not easy to live without the approval of your
neighbors.)No matter how hard we tried during those early years to keep our dignity, it often felt
like we were a couple of circus clowns, throwing cream pies into each other’s faces and tripping
over our own huge feet. It felt like everything in our house was worn, creased or dented;
sometimes things simply broke quietly and sometimes they shattered in an explosive way, like
the giant and pompous crystal bowl we received for our wedding. This bowl had survived three
moves from apartment to condo to house, only to splinter into hundreds of shards and chunks
across the cheap tile of our kitchen floor. Danny just stood at the center of this perfect glass
storm he had created, overwhelmed by the violent beauty but unaware of the social implications
of his act of deliberately letting go.Five-year-old children are not supposed to deliberately break
what is obviously fragile. This is clear. They should also refrain from speaking pure gibberish or
being related to someone who does. Our eventual banishment was gradual and mutual as we
took comfort inside our own home. The calm that exists inside the eye of a storm enveloped us,
and together we found joy behind our battened hatches.I raised and nurtured my four children in
this cocooned kind of peace. Thinking back to this time my memories fall cleanly into two camps:
upstairs where I spent time with my precious brood, and downstairs where our picture window
framed other people’s children playing so happily together without them. We would watch those
children tumble over each other like the real puppies that would later become so central to our
lives; they moved with a rhythm of body language and pragmatic chatter that now seemed
meaningless to me and impossible to teach to my son. Mothers stood in tight circles by the
carefully planted and pruned bushes, watching their children and gossiping about mine. I would
join these groups occasionally, but I had great difficulty keeping the conversational balloon
tapped in the air when it floated reluctantly my way. Since autismentered my life, my previous
impressive social skills had grown decidedly rusty.I have a memory of one spring afternoon
sitting on my front steps with Danny in our old house, watching child after child dressed in party



clothes parade past our postage-stamp lawn. The mothers all carried brightly wrapped gifts as
they hurried on by us to the lucky birthday boy’s house next door. They avoided eye contact as
intently as my son did and for once I was grateful for Danny’s oblivious nature, as well as for my
own temporary reprieve from pointing out relevant social information to him. My neighbor called
me up later to invite Danny to celebrate her son’s birthday in a private manner, a self-contained
party limited to one strange guest. I politely declined her strained invitation and never bothered
her again with over-the-fence chatter or requests for cups of sugar. My children and I stayed
inside that beautiful afternoon and watched Sleeping Beauty yet again. Malificent’s bitterness
over being forgotten when everyone else in the kingdom gathered to celebrate Aurora’s birth
seemed perfectly understandable to me. It came more easily than sympathizing with the king
and queen’s task of protecting their perfect child.
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of Speech: When Worlds Collide (New Directions in the Human-Animal Bond), Teaming With
Your Therapy Dog (New Directions in the Human-Animal Bond), On Dogs and Dying: Stories of
Hospice Hounds (New Directions in the Human-Animal Bond), The Golden Bridge: A Guide to
Assistance Dogs for Children Challenged by Autism or Other Developmental Disabilities (New
Directions in the Human-Animal Bond), Animal-Assisted Interventions in Health Care Settings: A
Best Practices Manual for Establishing New Programs (New Directions in the Human-Animal



Bond), That Sheep May Safely Graze: Rebuilding Animal Health Care in War-Torn Afghanistan
(New Directions in the Human-Animal Bond), A Reason to Live: HIV and Animal Companions
(New Directions in the Human-Animal Bond), Service Dog Training Guide: A Step-by-Step
Training Program for You and Your Dog, Service Dog Coaching - A Guide for Pet Dog Trainers



cindy, “Excellent Guide Book For Children's Service Dogs. I found this book very honest and
informative. It has opened my eyes up to how tremendously important proper puppy choosing,
lots of socialization, and excellent training is. I especially enjoyed the last two chapters of the
book as they just seemed so touching and down to earth. I also really enjoyed reading the letter
written by a Mom to her son showing the growth as well as challenges that her son and their
service dog have been though over the last year. It really showed that even though sometimes
you do have to take a few steps back, sticking with a good program that uses positive training
can make all the difference. On a side note I would like to say that I myself have just started
working with Patty to receive a Northstar dog for my son with Sensory Processing Disorder.
Patty is the real deal she is caring and knowledgeable, and I couldn't be more thankful for all the
hard work she did to make this opportunity available to us and other children in need.”

Happy Accidents, “Inspiration for Families with Children with Developmental Challenges. Patty
Dobbs Gross presents an inspirational story of her personal struggle and triumphs as she tries
to find the best resources for her son with autism, one of which is a service dog. Patty is honest
and direct as she explains her feelings of isolation, frustration, and sometimes even anger and
embarrassment with friends, the school system and Danny's peer group. Later chapters in the
book focus on training and incorporating service dogs into the lives of children with
developmental disabilities. These chapters are contributed by experts in their fields and should
act as a model for any service dog organization.”

Kimberly Agostino, “A Very Inspiring Read - Required Reading For Any Parent Considering a
Dog. This book is one of the best written in regards to both educating yourself about acquiring a
pet for your children and also a bonus to us parents of children on the Autism Spectrum - the
author speaks from her own experiences (of which I relate to so much I feel as if I know her) and
opens her heart and mind about inspiring and visionary life. We are a family considering a
Golden Retriever to become our three year old's son's "best friend" and a part of our family and
this book has been a wealth of information on the subject. I highly recommend this book to any
family considering a pet and especially to a family who has a child with developmental or
learning problems.  I can't wait to read this author's next book!  Enjoy!”

Samantha, “Dogs connect straight to the HEART. THE GOLDEN BRIDGE is a wonderful book
about working with dogs with special needs children with a primary focus on children with
developmental disorders and particularly children with autism. Patti Dobbs, along with other
guest writers, have a child with autism. They generously bring you into their lives to share the
pain and the joys of having a child that is "different". They all explain the isolation from other
families and the beautiful effects that a dog can have in healing.There is compelling information
about the significant benefits of dogs in the lives of families with special needs and children in



classrooms, as well as instructions on training or finding dogs to be a part of families or therapy
sessions. Excellent!”

Melissa, “Fabulous book! The power a dog has to help .... Fabulous book! The power a dog has
to help it's human counterpart is very understudied, this book brings all the hidden treasure of
dog ownership for children to light!”

Laurani, “This book is a terrific jumping off point. I'm a dog trainer looking to start training autism
assistance dogs. This book is a terrific jumping off point, offering truly valuable references and
resources.”

Shannon Henrici, “Highly recommend to anyone who loves animals. Highly recommend to
anyone who loves animals. I have a special needs child and love dogs. This book helped me to
bridge my passion for animals with a way to communicate with my daughter. Never
underestimate the power of love!”

The book by Patty Dobbs Gross has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 30 people have provided feedback.
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